DEFINITIVE ANAGRAMS: Sa–Sh

ANIL
Perth, Australia

1. DEFINITIVES

saccharine rich as cane
And as harmful, like most rich things (and people).

saddle-sore rode, “ass-led”
Is Buttache blaming the donkey here?

“same old same old” See a mold as mold.
“Th’ey’re all from the same old moldy mold!”

sardonic I’d a scorn.
(And I’d acorns. Does that make me sardonic?)

sartorialist “Is tailor’s art.”
Make that capital-A Art for the sartorialism aficionado.

satiated I sated at.
Of different origins, but by later influence sade > sate.

satisfactory if a story acts to Fairy’s cast
That’s the Dream Fairy, but the Truth Fairy agrees here.

scalene triangle leans in erect lag
a three-sided affair (yes, no and leaning?)

schadenfreude sad-cheered fun
pleasure from another’s misfortune (<G harm + joy)

sclerodermatous or “tumored” scales
having tumour (scleroma)-like hardened skin scales

scorpaenid a rep in cods
butterfly cod family

scot cost > Scot: “Cost!”
A scot is a tax, unrelated to Scot.

scoundrel user ’n’ clod
“Piece of dirt!”

scrounge or scunge
Scounge = scrounge (slang, Macquarie) yet they’re not related, a coincidental synonymy.

scyphistomous this mass copy —
multi-copy jellyfish strobilation polyps

searing a singer A torch singer? With singed hair?

season tickets One seat sticks.
Sat on someone’s gum?

secureness Scene’s “sure”. Famous last words?

Seignior So I reign. feudal lord

self-assertion ‘No flea!’ I stress, as I loft sneers.
Snotty fool thinks fleas are not assertive!

self-assurance fulness, a careless run as face race, fun, lasses “Us fearless can’t!” (zip)

self-contemptuous Cuss, flout me: “No pet pen to foulest scum-feces ’n’ upmost lout!”
At least be proud of your colourful language.

self-contradiction Accord is not felt; in conflict; idea’s torn. (in two)

self-deceit defect-lies lies re faults (like this one)

self-defence 1 fenced; 2 flees two good strategies

self-delusion sees no full ID, sees no full id
blindly kidding oneself at two levels (charade)

self-deprivation “Not I” if served pal,
fed to rival’s pine, starved life in op.
two saintly virtues: asceticism and service to others

self-directed ID’s reflected. You’re rubber, I’m glue, everything I say bounces off you and sticks to me.

self-opinionated
if donate one’s lip on inflated “I” pose
Speaks only when spoken to—by one’s own inner voice!
semidiaphanous  Ah, I so ape nudism!  
The naked ape

semi-faithful  if half-time “us”  50% faithful  
(or a quickie between halves?)  NB. half-timer = two-timer!

semiquaver  As quiver me, IV-square me.  
"I'm a 1/16th note, one divided by 4.  
(Quiver and quaver are unrelated.)

semitranslucent  Clear sun isn't met.  
one quarter transparent (semi-semi-), another naked ape

send packing  sack, p ending  
p = pence, ie pay  (Spenomeria)

sensory deprivation  Person i.d.s no variety.  
I.d. (see, experience) is slang for identify (Cassell).

septics  cesspit  septic tank(s), unequal synonyms

septuagenarian  I run past a [N-E] age.  
NxE=70 (14x5, a gematrial shenanagram; see WW 15-172)

sermonised  demonisers  unequal synonyms  
Sermonises o'er sin mess, remiss ones.

set the world on fire  stir herd to feel won  
Feel they've won or feel you've won them over.  Either fits.

serenity  ye in rest, rest in ye  
It's easy, just watch!

sex  X sees X  Two X-rated minds join up (zip!),  
barring homochromosomophobia.  (cf. Sexy in part 5)

sexual pervert  "Rape-lust vexer!"  some say

shindig  Din's high—is ding!  loud party (h/gh=zip)

shiny-arse  Yes, hrs. in any hire, ass nay rises,  
hiney's rash.  office worker or non-fighting soldier;  
also "shiny burn" (two zips: a/ny and h/iney)

shit  1. It's H.  2. SH, it > S hit!  3. (“Sh!” it.)  
1. drug slang for heroin; 2. stuff that's stinky with sulfur compounds; 3. It's a no-no "shush!" word (3 charades)

shoot oneself in the foot  'Hones' in too fleet of shot, hits one shoe, left no foot.  (Left left foot?)

shoplifter  Rip shelf to pilfer 'hot shit'.  "Pro self-help it's for!"  ultimate in self-service (sh/it=zip)

short-term memory  my "ROM them!" storer  
like RAM not yet saved to ROM

Shouldn't!  told "Shun!"  Shouldn't say shouldn't!

shredding  grind, shed  maceration, dispersal

shreds  sherds  fragments (unrelated)

shout  Sh? "OUT!"  Shush not! (a charade)

2. ANTIGRAMS

sainted  stained instead  "I'm pure."  (Impure!)

salient  least in tale's in  unimportant

schematism  mismatches  The best laid plans...

in secret  screen it  contronym: ant. or syn.

sensational  sans elation  What, not about sex?

separation  Pairs alone, pairs 'at one'.  charade

set eyes on  See not, yes?  Yes, not see.  eye's off

short and curlies  hairless rod/cunt  
I'd suggest a merkin for cold weather.

3. SMYNONYMS

S-F = if's (sci-fi if-ics), sci-pen epics.  
3 pals, the 2nd from up/dn  (Fans prefer S-F or sf to sci-fi.)
4. COGNATES, OPINIONS, JOKES

salesmanship as spiel 'n' sham No kidding?

the sclerophyll forest chlorophyll's tree fest a definitive except that the anagram describes any forest

sea elephant
ten seal heap

sectarian as certain as a cretin Sects is wrecks?

self-congratulations A nil fart consults ego. Consider this a "how to" formula.

semilunar unrealism 1) emotional response to a perfect half moon; 2) A literal half a moon is unrealistic.

shark biscuit Hack-bit us, sir. cheap surfboard

"showing" Hi gowns win "Gosh!" Exhibit "A"

5. POLYANAGRAM VERSE etc

Safe and Sound
(a nautical thriller)
As fend a nodus, ados fanned us, fed on us. And as a fun ends sad...
Oo! Fun ends a sad!
Nodus fades, an' sea found sand and safe sound, safe and sound.

Oo is a zip. The nodus (difficulty) these lucky sailors fended off was by logologic its echo word Notus, a southern storm. It swaps easily for nodus in the tale.

Shade Tree
(nature therapy)
Heed a rest, reset head, seed heart.
(Seed Earth, shade tree)

Self-Preservation
(an antiverse)
Or spent life saver on fleet river pass, sap, forever silent.

Self-Stimulate
smut tale files: "Flail me tusset, feel I must last, must see it fall!"
Tusset is a very private word I won't go into here.

Sex
(a chromosomal love story)
Yes, XXes "yes" YX,
YXes "yes" XX—Yes!
(3 zips)

Sexual Harassment
Aha, "Rex" men lust ass, trans-exhume a lass.
(Sue as lax men trash!!)
I don't know if trans-exhume means anything but it sure sounds harassing.